
 
FALL WINTER 2023 COLLECTION 

 
THE UPDATED SISLEY 

 
Sisley's recipe for FW23 is one that brings to light the brand’s 
explosive, cool vibe, indicative of a bold, very self-confident 
style. Rather than following trends, it focuses on the cornerstones 
of style, harmonizing them in a contemporary and urban key, with a 
particular eye to quality and fit. 
 
 
WOMAN 
Sisley restarts from quality - with fabrics, such as wool, flannel, 
silk and velvet - and from colors, with black as a symbol of the 
brand's DNA. For example, the animalier reloaded - seen on jacquard 
patterns and prints - is never too 'loud'. The blazer or masculine 
coat with saddle shoulders is worn with androgynous nonchalance, as 
if it were a chic, cool uniform. Fluid, high-waisted pants and 
pleated skirts. A redefined business wardrobe that is always 
versatile -looks with silk tops and pants with tailored details – 
and can go from the office to cocktail hour and out to dinner. And 
while black is Sisley's "core" color, there is no shortage of full 
tones of red, Klein blue, shocking pink and moss green, as well as 
elegant neutral nuances, from ice to dove grey, warm terracotta and 
burnt orange, and dusty pastels, never innocent, totally chic. 
 
This soft elegance is mixed with a more utility style – "combat”, 
you might say, knowing the nature of the brand. Cargo pants with 
big pockets, deconstructed miniskirts, workwear-style jackets. Or 
apparel with an ethno-folk flavour such as wrapover skirts, draped 
viscose dresses, silk pyjamas and scenographic, wide-leg trousers. 
The idea is to mix this more relaxed fashion with a styling that 
includes lace, second skin-like sweaters, low necklines, nude 
effect and cropped tops in Sisley style, reinventing a wardrobe 
that is always brimming with personality and character. 
 
Outerwear plays a fundamental role in this FW23: alongside 
structured coats we find more fluid jackets, double-breasted styles 
and shiny black eco-leather jackets revisited with contrasting faux 
shearling, trench coats, technical raincoats and cropped, 
comfortable, urban down jackets. 
 
 
MAN 
A masculine style that retrieves classics from the Italian 
wardrobe, like single-breasted jackets, well-made coats, shirts 
with tailored details. A simplicity that is also an affirmation of 
quality: essential pieces, all to be mixed, which combine comfort 
and character. From eco-leather bikers to chinos, from denim shirts 
to bomber-style jackets, here is a FW23 collection built on 
neutral, basic shades of ochre, camel, light blue, white, black, 
lead and ash. A timeless charm that goes beyond trends, a fashion 
appeal that recalls indie rock of the early 2000s, when young 
British and American bands laid down the law in terms of looks. 



Fresh, simple, with personality - the same that can be seen in 
single-breasted eco leather jackets, saddle coats, tapered joggers, 
relaxed-cut suits, small bomber jackets with ideal proportions. 
Even the knitwear is understated, with turtlenecks and textured 
crew necks, slim fits and colours from grey to burnt sienna. In 
short, the stylish kids have grown up. 
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